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A note on the stability for constant higher order
mean curvature hypersurfaces in a Riemannian
manifold
Maria Fernanda Elbert and Barbara Nelli
Abstract
We give a notion of stability for constant r-mean curvature hypersurfaces in
a general Riemannian manifold. When the ambient manifold is a space form,
our notion coincide with the variational one [BC] and when r = 1, it coincides
with the classic one for constant mean curvature hypersurfaces.
Introduction
Let x : Mn −→ M¯n+1 be an isometric immersion of an orientable connected Rieman-
nian n-manifold into an oriented Riemannian n+1-manifold and let Ap : TpM −→ TpM
be the linear operator associated to the second fundamental form of x. Denote by
k1, k2, ..., kn its eigenvalues, namely the principal curvatures of x. We consider the
elementary symmetric functions of k1, k2, ..., kn:
S0 = 1,
Sr =
∑
i1<...<ir
ki1 ...kir , (1 ≤ r ≤ n),
Sr = 0, (r > n)
and define the r-mean curvature Hr of x by
Sr = (
n
r )Hr.
The study of the higher order mean curvatures is related to the study of the classical
Newton transformations Pr defined inductively by
P0 = I,
Pr = SrI − APr−1,
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where I is the identity matrix. Each Pr is a self-adjoint operator that has the same
eigenvectors of A.
A hypersurface with constant r-mean curvature is called a Hr-hypersurface. We recall
that a Hr-hypersurface in a space form is a critical point for a modified area functional,
which coincides with the area functional when r = 1 (see Section 2). However, we point
out that there is no known similar variational characterization of Hr-hypersurfaces of
a general Riemannian manifold. In fact, we should notice that the very definition of
this modified area functional involves the constant sectional curvature of the ambient
space [BC].
Inspired by the work [BGM], where the authors address stability for prescribed mean
curvature hypersurfaces, we propose a notion of stability for Hr-hypersurfaces in a
general Riemannian manifold (see Section 3). A similar approach was used for dealing
with the stability of marginally outer trapped surfaces, the so called MOTS ([AEM,
AMS, AM, GS]).
In a forthcoming paper we will address, for r > 1, the analogous of some results
established in the literature for constant mean curvature immersions in Riemannian
manifolds. For example the problem of determining conditions under which stable Hr-
hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature uniformly bounded
from below have bounded diameter [ENR].
1 Preliminaries
Let e1, e2, ..., en be orthonormal eigenvectors of A corresponding, respectively, to the
eigenvalues k1, k2, ..., kn. We define Ai to be the restriction of the transformation A to
the subspace normal to ei and by Sr(Ai) the r-symmetric function associated to Ai.
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [BaCo], Lemma (2.1).
Lemma 1.1. For each 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1, we have:
(i) Pr(ei) = Sr(Ai)ei for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(ii) trace(Pr) =
∑n
i=1 Sr(Ai) = (n− r)Sr.
(iii) trace(APr) =
∑n
i=1 kiSr(Ai) = (r + 1)Sr+1.
(iv) trace(A2Pr) =
∑n
i=1 k
2
i Sr(Ai) = S1Sr+1 − (r + 2)Sr+2.
Lemma 1.2 below establish some conditions to be satisfied by the immersion in order
to guarantee that Pr is definite.
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Lemma 1.2.
(a) If H2 > 0 then, after a proper choice of orientation of the immersion, P1 is positive
definite;
(b) If Hr+1 > 0, r > 1, and if there exists a point q in M where all the principal
curvatures of x are positive, then Pr is positive definite;
(c) If Hr+1 = 0 and rank(A) > r then, Pr is positive or negative definite.
Proof. The statement in (a) and in (b) are well known. The proof of (c) can be found
in [HL, Corollary (2.3)].
2 r-Stability in Space Forms
In this section we assume that the ambient manifold is complete, simply connected and
has constant sectional curvature c, then we write M¯n+1 = M¯n+1(c)
A domain D ⊂ M is an open connected subset with compact closure D¯ and smooth
boundary ∂D. Let C∞(D) be the set of smooth real functions defined on D. Let us
denote by C∞0 (D) (respectively C
∞
c (D)) the set of smooth functions which are zero on
∂D (respectively with compact support in D).
Let x :Mn −→ M¯n+1(c) be an isometric immersion of a connected oriented Riemannian
n-manifold into M¯n+1(c). Let D ⊂ M be a domain. By a variation of D we mean a
differentiable map φ : (−ε, ε)× D¯ −→ M¯n+1(c), ε > 0, such that for each t ∈ (−ε, ε)
the map φt : {t} × D¯ −→ M¯
n+1(c) defined by φt(p) = φ(t, p) is an immersion and
φ0 = x|D¯. Set
Et(p) =
∂φ
∂t
(t, p) and ft = 〈Et, Nt〉 ,
where Nt is the unit normal vector field in φt(D). E is the variational vector field of φ.
We say that a variation φ ofD is compactly supported if supp φt ⊂ K, for all t ∈ (−ε, ε),
where K ⊂ D is a compact domain.
We recall that Hr+1-hypersurfaces are critical points (cf. [BC, Re, Ro]) of the varia-
tional problem of minimizing the integral
Ar =
∫
M
Fr(S1, ..., Sr)dM,
for compactly supported variations. Ar is known as r-area of the hypersurface. The
functions Fr are defined inductively by
F0 = 1,
F1 = S1,
Fr = Sr +
c(n−r+1)
r−1
Fr−2, 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
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Associated to the second variation formula of this problem is the second order differential
operator
Lr + (S1Sr+1 − (r + 2)Sr+2) + c(n− r)Sr,
where Lr(f) = trace(Pr(Hess(f)). We want to address the case where the operators
are elliptic and we define:
Definition 2.1. We say that Hr+1-hypersurface is admissible if Pr is positive or nega-
tive definite.
We notice that Lemma 1.2 gives conditions that guarantee the admissibly of the im-
mersion.
Definition 2.2.
The r-stability operator of an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface is defined by:
Tr = Lr + (S1Sr+1 − (r + 2)Sr+2) + c(n− r)Sr, if Pr is positive definite;
Tr = − (Lr + (S1Sr+1 − (r + 2)Sr+2) + c(n− r)Sr), if Pr is negative definite.
The r-stability operator of an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface is then a second order
elliptic operator. When the ambient space is a space form, it can be shown that [Ro,
Theorem 4.1]
(1) Lr(f) = div(Pr∇f),
where ∇f is the gradient of f and div is the divergence operator. In this case, we can
use Stokes Theorem and the self-adjointness of Pr to see that Lr is self-adjoint.
Thus we can define a bilinear symmetric form by
Ir(f, g) = −
∫
M
fTr(g)dM,
defined on the vector space of functions on M that have support on a fixed compact
domain K ⊂M .
Definition 2.3. Let x : M −→ M¯n+1(c) be an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface and let
D ⊂ M be a domain. We say that D is r-stable if Ir(f, f) ≥ 0 for all f ∈ C
∞
c (D).
Otherwise, we say that D is r-unstable. We say that M is r-stable if D is r-stable for
all bounded domain D ⊂M .
Remark 2.4. Our definition of the r-stability operator helps us to handle the following
problem. When dealing with the classical case of constant mean curvature, r = 0, we
have P0 = I and then L0 = trace(Hessf) is the Laplacian, which is elliptic. When
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dealing with r ≥ 1, positiveness or negativeness of Pr depend on each hypersurface.
Looking at the related variational problem with the functional Ar, we see that when
Pr is positive definite, then
(
d2
dt2
Ar
)
|t=0 = Ir(f, f), and r-stability gives the usual
notion of minimum. When Pr is negative definite, we have
(
d2
dt2
Ar
)
|t=0 = −Ir(f, f)
and r-stability gives the maximum; this is equivalent to look for the minimum of the
new variational problem −Ar. See ([ADCE]), where a similar discussion takes place.
Now we recall some properties and results concerning elliptic self-adjoint linear dif-
ferential operators of second order T : C∞0 (D) −→ C
∞(D). We recall that the first
eigenvalue λT1 (D) of T is defined as the smallest λ that satisfies
(2) T (g) + λg = 0, g ∈ C∞0 (D),
where g is a non-identically zero function. A non-identically zero function g in C∞0 (D)
that satisfies (2) for λ = λT1 is called a first eigenfunction of T in D.
Set
||u||H1 =
(∫
D
(
|u|2 + |∇u|2
)
dM
)1/2
and let H1(D) denote the completion of C∞c (D) with respect to the norm || ||H1 , ie,
H1(D) is the Sobolev space over D.
We have
Lemma 2.5.
λT1 (D) = inf
{
−
∫
D
fT (f)dM∫
D
f 2dM
; f ∈ H1(D), f ≡/ 0
}
.
For a proof see [Sm], Lemma (4)(a).
Proposition 2.6. ([El, Proposition (3.13)])Suppose that M is complete and non-
compact. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) λT1 (D) ≥ 0 for every domain D ⊂M ;
(ii) λT1 (D) > 0 for every domain D ⊂ M ;
(iii) There exists a positive smooth function f on M satisfying the equation
Tf = 0.
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When the operator T is the Laplacian, the analogous of Proposition 2.6 is established
in [FCS, Theorem 1].
Proposition 2.7 below will be useful in the next section.
Proposition 2.7. Let M be an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface in a space form. Then M
is r-stable if and only if there exists a positive function u ∈ C∞(D) such that Tr(u) ≤ 0.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5, r-stability implies (i), and a fortiori (ii) or (iii), of
Proposition 2.6. Then, the implication ⇒ is done.
Now, we will prove the implication ⇐.
We will make the proof for the case Pr is positive definite. The other case is similar.
By hypothesis, there exists u ∈ C∞(M), u > 0, such that Lr(u) + qu ≤ 0, where
q = (S1Sr+1− (r+2)Sr+2) + c(n− r)Sr. Given f ∈ C
∞
c (M), the function ϕ =
f
u
lies in
C∞c (M). Integration by parts gives
−
∫
M
(Lr(f) + qf)f dM =
−
∫ (
ϕu 〈∇u, Pr(∇ϕ)〉+ ϕu
2Lr(ϕ) + ϕu 〈∇ϕ, Pr∇u〉+ ϕ
2uLr(u) + ϕ
2u2q
)
dM ≥
−
∫ (
ϕu 〈∇u, Pr(∇ϕ)〉+ ϕu
2Lr(ϕ) + ϕu 〈∇ϕ, Pr∇u〉
)
dM =
−
∫ (
2ϕu 〈∇u, Pr(∇ϕ)〉+ ϕu
2Lr(ϕ)
)
dM =
∫
M
u2 〈∇ϕ, Pr(∇ϕ)〉 ≥ 0.
Then M is r-stable.
3 The r-stability operator for a general Rieman-
nian manifold
In this section, we define the r-stability operator for an admissible Hr+1-hypersurfaces
of a general oriented Riemannian manifold. In space forms, the r-stability operator, Tr,
appears when we address a variational problem involving the r-area associated to the
immersion. In a general Riemannian manifold, there is no known similar variational
characterization of Hr+1-hypersurfaces. On the other hand, in any Riemannian mani-
fold, Tr is, up to a sign, the linearized operator of the r + 1-mean curvature equation
and we use this charachterization in order to define r-stability.
Let x : Mn −→ M¯n+1 be an isometric immersion of a connected oriented Riemannian n-
manifold into an oriented Riemannian (n+1)-manifold. Let φ : (−ε, ε)× D¯ −→ M¯n+1,
ε > 0 be a normal variation of D ⊂ M with fixed boundary, which means that the
variational vector field of φ writes E = fN , for f ∈ C∞0 (D).
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We use (.)T and (.)N , to denote, respectively, the tangent and normal component and
∇¯ and ∇, to denote, respectively, the connection of M¯ and the connection of M in the
metric induced by φt. Here, A(t) is the second fundamental form of φt. We have
Lemma 3.1. ([El, Lemma (3.1)])
A′(t) = Hessf + fR¯N + fA
2.
Here, R¯N (Y ) =
(
R¯(Y,N)N)T , where R¯ is the curvature of M¯n+1.
Remark 3.2. In [Ro] (cf. Formula (3.4)) one can find a proof of Lemma 3.1 when
M¯n+1 = M¯n+1(c) is a space form.
Proposition 3.3. ([El, Proposition (3.2)])
∂
∂t
(Sr+1) = Lr(f) + f(S1Sr+1 − (r + 2)Sr+2) + ftrace(PrR¯N).
where Lr(f) = tr(Pr(Hessf)).
In view of Proposition 3.3 and by inspired the case where the ambient is a space form,
we define the r-stability operator of an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface by:
Tr = Lr + (S1Sr+1 − (r + 2)Sr+2) + trace(PrR¯N), if Pr is positive definite
Tr = −
(
Lr + (S1Sr+1 − (r + 2)Sr+2) + trace(PrR¯N )
)
, if Pr is negative definite.
We also point out that when the ambient space is a general Riemannian manifold,
equation (1) may not hold, and the stability operator is not in general self-adjoint.
Proposition 2.7 becomes, then, a natural tool for defining a notion of stability.
Then we make use of the result of Proposition 2.7, to give the following definition.
Definition 3.4. Let x : M −→ M¯n+1 be an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface. We say
that M is r-stable if there exists a positive function u ∈ C∞(M) such that Tru ≤ 0
with Tru 6≡ 0. Otherwise, we say that M is r-unstable.
By Proposition 2.6, Definition 3.4 agrees with the standard definition of r-stability for
Hr+1-hypersurfaces in space forms. Moreover, for r = 0, our notion coincides with
the classical notion of stability for constant mean curvature hypersurfaces. Finally, it
is also consistent with the notion of stability in MOTS theory (See [AMS, Definition
2],[AEM, Definition 3.1]).
Tr is not in general self-adjoint, then we can not apply the theory described in Section
2 for the solutions of (2). We can, however, state the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.5. Let x : M −→ M¯n+1 be an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface. If one of
the following two hypotheses holds
i) M is r-stable
ii) The second fundamental form of the immersion satisfies 0 < trace(PrA
2)
trace(Pr)
(p) ≤ −Sec(M¯),
for all p ∈M, where Sec(M¯) is the infimum of the sectional curvatures of M¯n+1
we have, for each D ⊂M :
a) There exists a real eigenvalue λTr1 (D) solution of (2). Furthermore, if λ(D) ∈ C is
any other eigenvalue, we have Re(λ(D)) ≥ λTr1 (D)).
b) There exists a corresponding eigenfunction, which is positive within D
c) The eigenvalue λTr1 (D) is simple.
It is easy to see that in the case i) holds, we have λTr1 (D) ≥ 0
Proof.
If we assume i), the proof is contained in [BR, Theorem 2.6, section 2.5.4]).
If we assume ii), we should only notice that the hypothesis guarantee that the term
q = (S1Sr+1−(r+2)Sr+2)+trace(PrR¯N ) = trace(PrA
2)+trace(PrR¯N), has the suitable
sign for using [Ev, Theorem 3, Section 6.5.2], namely, q ≤ 0 when Pr is positive definite
and q ≥ 0 when Pr is negative definite. (See also [Smo], Appendix C, Chapter 11.)
λTr1 (D) given in Proposition 3.5 is called the principal eigenvalue of Tr.
In the assumption of the previous theorem, we are able to find a lower bound for the
principal eigenvalue. The proof of next theorem is inspired by [BJLM, Theorem 3.2]
Theorem 3.6. Let x : M −→ M¯n+1 be an admissible Hr+1-hypersurface and assume
second fundamental form of the immersion satisfies 0 < trace(PrA
2)
trace(Pr)
(p) ≤ −Sec(M¯). Let
BM¯(p, R) be a geodesic ball centered at p ∈ M¯
n+1 of radius R. Let Ω be a connected
component of x−1(BM¯(p, R)), we have
λTr1 (Ω) ≥
2
R2
{
(n− r) inf
Ω
Sr − (r + 1)Sr+1R
}
.
Proof. Set g : BM¯(p, R) → R given by g = R
2 − ρ2, where ρ(·) = (dist(·, p)) is the
distance function in M¯ and set f = g ◦ x. Let e1, e2, . . . , en be the eigenvectors of Pr
and Sr(Ai) the corresponding eigenvalues. We can write (see [BJLM, (21)]).
Lr(f) =
n∑
i=1
Sr(Ai).Hess g(ei, ei) + (r + 1)Sr+1. 〈∇g,N〉 .
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We will make the proof for the case Pr is positive definite. The other case is similar.
By [Ev, Problem 14, Section 6.5.2], we see that
λTr1 (Ω) ≥ inf
Ω
{
−
Tr(f)
f
}
= inf
Ω
{
−
1
g
[
n∑
i=1
Sr(Ai)Hess g(ei, ei) + (r + 1)Sr+1 〈∇g,N〉
]
−trace(PrA
2)− trace(PrR¯N )
}
By using the hypothesis on the sectional curvature we prove that trace(PrA
2) +
trace(PrR¯N ) ≤ 0 and we obtain
λTr1 (Ω) ≥ inf
Ω
{
−
1
g
[
n∑
i=1
Sr(Ai)Hess g(ei, ei) + (r + 1)Sr+1 〈∇g,N〉
]}
.
Now, we follow the steps (25)-(31) of the proof of [BJLM, ,Theorem 3.2], where the
authors use the Hessian Comparison Theorem, in order to obtain
λTr1 (Ω) ≥
2
R2
{
(n− r) inf
Ω
Sr − (r + 1)|Sr+1|R
}
.
Remark 3.7. We should notice that in the proof of the last two results, when we
use the theory developed in Section 6.5.2 of Evans’s book [Ev] for a non self-adjoint
elliptic operator L, we are taking L = −Tr, because of the difference in the definitions
of eigenvalue and ellipticity.
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